Gas Monitor Arm
Hover Gas Monitor Arm,
Light Duty, Single Screen
The Hover gas monitor arm incorporates a gas
counterbalance spring to provide a greater support
adjustment range, allowing heavier monitors to be
supported on the arms, yet still being easy to move
and adjust, coupled with superior esthetics and clean
elegant lines, it is truly in a class of its own.
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Features

Benefits

Comes standard with clamp and grommet mount to fit
most desks

Allows for the attachment to all desking surfaces, and
tool-less clamp allows for quick efficient set-up

Adjustable counterbalance cylinder provides smooth
fingertip control for screen height adjustment

Provides 14½” of counterbalanced height adjustment 5 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight capacity

Double extension arms provide a maximum of 26.7”
extension from rear of desk to VESA plate

For greater monitor focal depth adjustment on deep or
corner workstations

Monitor mounting bracket with Quick Connect adaptor
contains 75mm and 100mm hole patterns

VESA compliant to match most monitor mounting patterns

Arms fold back to a minimum of 4½” from rear of work
surface to VESA Plate

Allows for screen adjustment to correct focal depth on
short desking surfaces

Weight gauge incorporated into height adjustable arm

Saves time and guesswork when installing screens,
especially for multiple arm installations

VESA plate rotates for portrait and landscape viewing with
180° rotation & -90° to + 45° tilt adjustment

Ample adjustment for optimal viewing of monitor

Adjustable rotation limiter restricts arm rotation to 180°

Prevents fixed arm from contacting walls or panels

Aluminum die cast construction

Provides greater stability and contains high recycled
material content and is fully recyclable

Comes with all tools and mounting hardware

Quick and easy installation

Arm Colors

HSGLSW
White

HSGLSS
Silver
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Clamp adjustment range: 7/8” to 1-1/2”

Cable Management

Weight Gauge

Height Adjustable

Base Clamp or
Grommet Mount

VESA Compliant

Cable Management
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